ABSTRACT

This study aims at discussing the impact of distinction in management on the performance of organization's activities. The study also aims at knowing the fact of this management, analyzing its various interactions and its impact on organization's capacity to compete. This study adopted the analytical descriptive methodology in two parts, theoretical and practical. The theoretical part discussed distinction, its horizons, factors, how to bed assessed, and stimulating factors. The practical part used a questionnaire to gather data from the sample of study. A random sample of (150) executive staff at those organizations was selected.

The study concluded to that there is a positive relationship between the distinctive management, spread of its culture, and the organization's capacity to compete; existence of continuous review for the organization, policy and work procedures. Distinctive management is distinguished with team work spirit, discussion, dialogue, and express of opinion.

The study recommended a supportive environment for distinction, to enable these organizations to play its vital role in the process of building capacities, where new business system with great competence based on reason is prevailing now and the proper roles of staff.
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ABSTRACT

The research paper aims to analyze the information technology and its role to the organizational performance. The General Company of the electric industries has been chosen to diagnose the real use of techniques and computers and their influence to raise the performance and make it remarkable, then to conclude a group of recommendations which cooperate to improve and develop the performance of the researched company.

ABSTRACT

The aim of this research to identify the reality of the attributes and management skills, leadership (managerial leadership) and their impact on the ability of the administrative leadership to deal effectively and efficiently with the environment, contemporary organizations and characterization of current management practices for the management leadership and determine their suitability to the requirements of dealing effectively and efficiently with the environment non-governmental organizations today, representing the research community incumbents in the leadership and management in government organizations represented in the departments of a number of ministries (housing, agriculture, finance, planning, education, management development, health, youth, public works and housing) and the research sample consisted of (360) Director. Reached a set of search results the most important administrative leadership poor understanding of the characteristics of contemporary environmental organizations, and the requisite qualities and practices of management and leadership to achieve the objectives of the organization. And an almost complete absence of a vision and strategic goals of organizations. It was a set of recommendations, including action to create organizations to apply strategic thinking and planning and the preparation of strategic plans, and also develop the spirit of innovation and creativity skills in administrative leadership and direct their subordinates.